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The present invention pertains generally to power transmission units of the type having a speed reducing capability.
A power transmission unit comprising,

- a housing,
- a power input shaft,
- a speed selector assembly adjacently carried by the housing and including gear means, said gear means including a pinion gear powered by said input shaft,
- a rotor,
- a power output shaft driven by said rotor,
- gear rack assemblies within said housing and in endwise driving engagement with said rotor,
- said pinion gear adapted to impart motion to the gear rack assemblies,
- a can structure movable with the speed selector assembly and acting on said gear rack components, and
- said speed selector assembly positionable so as to locate the rotational axis of said pinion gear proximate the axis of rotor...
rotation, said speed selector additionally positionable to locate the pinion gear axis away from the axis of rotor rotation whereat the pinion gear sequentially drives the gear rack assemblies along vectors offset from the axis of rotor rotation whereby a speed reduction is effected between the power input and output shafts.
Complete specification for the invention entitled:

"POWER TRANSMISSION UNIT WITH INFINITE SPEEDS"

The following statement is a full description of this invention, including the best method of performing it known to me :-
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The present invention pertains generally to power transmission units of the type having a speed reducing capability.

Typical gear equipped transmissions utilize chordally enmeshing gears with selective gear trains providing multiple fixed ratios. Speed changing in such transmissions necessarily results in an interruption of power output during gear shifting. Additionally, the restricted chordal tooth meshing inherent between driving and driven circular gears in conventional transmissions requires that the gears be of substantial length for adequate tooth strength resulting in conventional transmissions being of considerable size and weight. Further, typically transmissions utilize gear trains where speed reduction is by means of axially displaceable gears which require synchronizing means further complicating the transmission mechanism. Known transmissions, particularly of the automotive type, add substantially to vehicle weight to hinder operating economy.

The present invention is embodied within a power transmission unit of compact design and providing infinite speed changes between input and output shafts.

The present transmission includes multiple, rotating gear rack components or assemblies which are powered by a pinion gear. The gear rack components impart rotation to a combination rotor and output shaft. Linear motion imparted to the gear rack components by the driving pinion gear is translated into rotary motion of the rotor by reason of the rack components being confined by the rotor and acting along vectors offset from the rotor axis.

THE CLAIMS DEFINING THE INVENTION ARE AS FOLLOWS:-

-1-

A power transmission unit comprising,

a housing,
Speed changes to the rotor and its output shaft result from selectively positioning of the pinion gear toward or away from the rotor axis with maximum speed reduction occurring at the extreme of pinion gear displacement away from the rotor axis.

The gear rack components are each of elongate, open frame-like
configuration each having a pair of opposed rack gears oppositely spaced from the pinion gear. A crescent shaped cam structure serves to isolate one rack gear of the pair from the pinion gear while simultaneously causing its companion rack gear of the pair to rotate into pinion engagement. Accordingly, positioning of the pinion relative the axis of rotor rotation accomplishes a speed change by reason of the pinion enmeshing with a lessor or greater number of rack teeth.

In a preferred embodiment the rack gears are preferably spring mounted within each gear rack assembly in a manner permitting relative movement therebetween for meshing purposes. The gear rack assembly ends are each bearing equipped. Further, the cam structure includes bearing rings.

The present invention is embodied within a power transmission unit comprising, a housing, a power input shaft, a speed selector assembly adjustably carried by the housing and including gear means, said gear means including a pinion gear powered by said input shaft, a rotor, a power output shaft driven by said rotor, gear rack assemblies within said housing and in endwise driving engagement with said rotor, said pinion gear adapted to impart motion to the gear rack assemblies, a cam structure movable with the speed selector assembly and acting on said gear rack components, and said speed selection assembly positionable so as to locate the rotational axis of said pinion gear proximate the axis of rotor rotation, said speed selector additionally positionable to locate the pinion gear axis away from the axis of rotor rotation whereat the pinion gear sequentially drives the gear rack assemblies along vectors offset from the axis of rotor rotation whereby a speed reduction is effected between the power input and output shafts.
In the accompanying drawings:

Figure 1 is a perspective view of the present power transmission
unit shown on a reduced scale;

Figure 2 is a front elevational view of Figure 1 with fragments broken away for purposes of illustration;

Figure 3 is a vertical section of Figure 2 taken along line 3-3 thereof;

Figure 4 shows schematic views of the pinion gear and associated gear components positioned respectively left-to-right for providing a one-to-one ratio, a speed reduction ratio and a greater speed reduction ratio all shown with the gear rack components deleted for illustrative purposes;

Figure 5 is a schematic view of the rotor of the present transmission with gear rack components in place therein with the driver pinion gear located so as to effect a one-to-one drive ratio;

Figure 6 is a view similar to Figure 5 but with the gear rack components and rotor rotated clockwise through ninety degrees;

Figures 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 are schematic views of the rotor and gear rack components of the present transmission unit with the pinion gear positioned for maximum speed reduction of the rotor and its output shaft;

Figure 12 is a vertical sectional view similar to Figure 3 but on an increased scale with fragmented gear rack assemblies; and

Figure 13 is a vertical sectional view taken approximately along line 13-13 of Figure 12 with portions of the gear rack assemblies shown in phantom lines.
With continuing attention to the drawings, the reference numeral 1 indicates a transmission case or housing of circular configuration closed by a cover plate 2. Said housing is suitably charged with a quantity of lubricant and with mounting means (not shown) for securement to a support such as a vehicle frame.

Adjustably supported within a cover plate opening 2A (Fig. 3) is a speed selector assembly generally at 3. The selector assembly
includes a gear carrier body at 5 flanged at 5A on which flange
retainers 6 act to permit adjusted rotational movement of body 5
about an axis at A in response to movement of a speed control
member at 4.

Gear means associated with the speed selector assembly include
a drive gear 7 on a power input shaft 8. In mesh with drive gear 7
is a driven gear 10 on a shaft 11 suitably journaled within the
positionable carrier body. Affixed to the inner end of shaft 11
interiorly of housing 1 is a pinion gear 12 (Fig. 3). From the
foregoing it will be seen that upon arcuate positioning of selector
body 5 gears 10 and 12 will be positioned about axis A.

Additionally carried by gear carrier body 5 and positionable
therewith is a cam structure 13 of crescent shape and located within
housing 1 and partially circumposed about pinion gear 12. A cam
outer surface is at 13A. Said cam surface acts on later described
gear rack components to constrain same for rotational movement into
and out of arcuate mesh with pinion gear 12. Cam 13 overlies
approximately one-half of the pinion gear periphery.

Axis B constitutes the axis of rotation for driven gear 10,
shaft 11 and pinion gear 12 and is offset from axis A and position-
able thereabout upon arcuate positioning of carrier body 5 by
control 4. Cam 13 is also positionable about axis A during arcuate
positioning of the carrier body. Cam surface 13A is formed about an
axis C (Fig. 4) offset from axis B of pinion gear 12.

First and second gear rack components or assemblies are
cruciformly disposed and indicated respectively at 16 and 17 each
shown as being of elongate plate shape and each defining a lengthwise
extending opening 16A-17A. Paired gear racks thereon at 20-21 and 22-23
are spaced parallel to each other to receive therebetween pinion gear
12 and cam 13.
Each gear rack component or assembly is slidably confined at its ends 16B-16C and 17B-17C within and contributes to driving a rotor plate of pan shape generally at 18 having an outer perimetrical wall 19. Said rotor drives a power output shaft at 24. Rotor corners C1 through C4 are indicated in Figures 5 through 11 for purposes of understanding rotor rotation.

With further attention to the gear rack components, the opposed or companion gear racks at 20-21 each extends substantially the length of component opening 16A. Similarly companion gear racks at 22 and 23 on component 17 extend the length of opening 17A. The gear racks of each pair are oppositely spaced from one another a distance permitting full engagement of one gear rack with pinion gear 12 while the remaining gear rack of the pair slidably engages cam surface 13A. Cam structure 13 accordingly constrains each gear rack component 16 and 17 to revolve about axis C of cam surface 13A, during which rotation, the cam surface acting on one gear rack of the pair with the pinion gear teeth engaging the remaining gear rack of the pair.

During driving of the gear rack components by pinion 12, forces are imparted to the components of rotor wall 19 by the wall abutting ends 16B-16C and 17B-17C of the rack components. When the transmission is in a speed reducing configuration, the rack component ends reciprocate partially along segments of the rotor walls. To stabilize the rack component ends 16B-16C and 17B-17C during such travel opposed wall shoulders at 25 and 26 are provided. If so desired, the gear rack component ends may be equipped with suitable bearings as later described for friction reducing purposes.

In a direct or one-to-one drive relationship (Figures 2, 3, 5 and 6) between input shaft 8 and a rotor carried output shaft 24, the pinion gear is coaxial with an axis D of rotor 18. In this
instance no relative movement occurs between gear rack components 16 and 17, pinion gear 12 and the rotor.

Upon pinion 12 being repositioned by the speed control assembly into a typical speed reducing position as shown in Figures 7 through 11, force vectors act lengthwise per the arrows along each gear rack component which vectors are offset from rotor axis D and hence impart rotation to the rotor. As the vectors approach intersecting rotor axis D the imparted forces diminish. During one complete rotation through 360 degrees of a gear rack component both gear racks thereon 20-21 and 22-23 will have rotated into mesh with certain pinion gear teeth.

The operation of same in a non-speed reducing configuration will be initially set forth. As per Figures 2, 5 and 6, powered pinion gear 12 is disposed coaxially with axis D of rotor 18. Accordingly, rotating pinion gear 12 will be in static mesh with one or both gear rack components in a fixed relationship therewith. In this instance, the rotational speed of pinion gear 12, gear rack components 16 and 17 and rotor 18 is uniform. Movement of gear rack components 16 and 17 is rotational only with no relative movement between the gear rack components and the rotor.

Speed reduction of output shaft 24 relative input shaft 8 is effected by movement of speed control body 5 by control member 4. Pinion gear 12 is thereby positioned about axis A so as to be offset from rotor axis D. Forces are applied singly by the pinion to one of the two gear racks of each gear rack component 16 or 17 and are applied along a vector V offset from rotor axis D to impart clockwise rotation to the rotor per Figures 7 through 11. In the extreme displaced position of pinion gear 12 (from rotor axis D) maximum speed reduction is effected. The pinion gear when so positioned will mesh with substantially all of the teeth of each
gear rack.

Control member 4 may be manually positioned or coupled to torque sensing means with provision made for automatic positioning of the control member in response to changing torque loads on the transmission. Further, the present transmission may be used in series with one or more additional like transmissions for greater speed reduction.

With regard to Figures 12 and 13 wherein a preferred version of the transmission is shown, the transmission case 31 is closed by a circular cover plate 32 to define a chamber receiving a quantity of lubricant. A speed selector assembly generally at 33 is rotatably confined within a cover plate opening 32A. The selector assembly includes a gear carrier body 35 flanged at 35A for retention by a retainer ring 36 permitting arcuate movement of the body about an axis A'. A drive gear 37 of the selector assembly is carried by a power input shaft 38 with said gear in mesh with a driven gear 40 on a shaft 41 at the opposite end of which is fixed a pinion gear 42. Gears 40 and 42 and their common shaft 41 rotate about an axis B' and are positionable about axis A' during arcuate positioning of the speed selector assembly 33 by a control arm 34. Power input shaft 38 is journaled within a bearing assembly 39 while driven shaft 41 is journaled within a bearing assembly at 45.

Additionally carried by speed selector assembly 33 and positionable about axis A' is a cam structure 43 disposed in close proximity to pinion gear 42. Cam structure 43 is secured to gear carrier body 35 by a ring 44 and fasteners as at 46 and locking screws 46A. The cam structure includes circular portions 47 and 48 and an intermediate crescent shaped portion 49. The cam structure further includes bearing rings 50 and 51 inset within shouldered areas of circular cam portions 47 and 48. Said rings are disposed
about axis C' which moves with adjusted movement of the speed selector assembly. The crescent shaped portion constitutes a bridge between the circular cam portions and overlies approximately 180 degrees of pinion gear 42. Pinion gear 42 at all times has several teeth radially offset from bearing rings 50-51. Bearing rings 50 and 51 provide surfaces about which rail edges of later described gear rack assemblies ride during assembly rotation. The outer end of pinion carrying shaft 41 is supported within a bushing 52 within the outermost end of the cam structure. A retainer washer 53 confines said bushing and the outermost bearing ring 51.

First and second gear rack assemblies generally at 56 and 57 are disposed perpendicular or crosswise to one another in the manner earlier described with each of said assemblies having a pair of spaced apart gear racks thereon at 60 and 61 and at 62 and 63. The racks of each pair are oppositely disposed in parallel with the earlier described pinion gear and cam structure therebetween. The gear racks 60-61 and 62-63 are resiliently supported by spiral springs 55 which are confined within aligned recesses formed in the underside of the gear racks and in parallel rail members 64-65 and 66-67 of each gear rack assembly. The rail members of each assembly are of right angle shape in section with inwardly facing load bearing edges at 68-69 and 70-71 which rotatably ride on the bearing rings of the earlier described cam structure. Keepers (not shown) on the rail member ends overlie the ends of each gear rack and confine the racks for limited movement in a single plane relative their respective rail member. Normally the gear rack and its rail member are coplanar. The rack supporting springs 55 permit each gear rack to yield during meshing with pinion gear 42 in those isolated instances where initial gear rack tooth and pinion tooth contact is at the tooth apices. By resiliently mounting each gear
rack, the same may yield in this instance thus minimizing tooth wear.

In place on a circular rotor plate 75 within housing 31 are opposed wall structures 76-77 and 78-79 secured thereto as by recessed fasteners 80. Said wall structures are symmetrically disposed on rotor plate 75 with respect to rotor plate axis D' in opposing, parallel pairs with each pair confining a gear rack assembly which is in endwise sliding contact therewith. As typically shown in Figures 12 and 13 the wall structures are each shouldered as at 81 to slidably receive the associated rack assembly end. A plate 74 is secured along each wall structure. Each rack assembly end is machined to provide an endless raceway 82 occupied by circulating ball bearing elements 83. A closure plate as at 84 is suitably secured to the gear rack assembly end for bearing retention. Wall structure 76, and specifically the shouldered portion 81 thereof, constitutes a bearing surface on which the end of the rack assembly acts.

Circular rotor plate 75 is carried by a transmission output shaft 85 flanged at 86 for the reception of plate fasteners at 87. A bearing housing 88 is suitably secured to the transmission housing and retains a seal 89 and a bearing assembly 90 for said output shaft. Circular rotor plate 75 and output shaft 85 are concentric with an axis D'.

In Figure 13, cam axis C' and rotor axis D' are aligned as the transmission input and output shafts are set in a one-to-one ratio with no relative movement between the gear rack assemblies nor the rotor structure. Arcuate rotation of speed selector assembly 33 will result in pinion gear 42 being displaced about axis A' in the manner described in conjunction with the first described transmission unit. Positioning of pinion gear axis B' to the extreme (remote from rotor axis D') will result in maximum speed reduction ratio between
input and output shafts. Such positioning of pinion gear 42 away from rotor axis D' will cause said gear to mesh with a greater number of gear rack teeth during the momentary gear rack engagement to, in effect, provide a transmission "low gear" ratio. As the pinion gear is adjustably positioned toward rotor axis D' the input-output shaft ratio decreases with a one-to-one ratio effected when the pinion gear axis is in substantial alignment with rotor axis D'. In this instance no relative movement occurs between the gear rack assemblies nor between same and the rotor structure.

The present transmission unit enables uninterrupted power delivery between driving and driven transmission shafts during speed changes throughout a range of infinite speeds. The transmission unit has substantially fewer parts than fixed ratio variable speed transmissions. Transmission gear strength is enhanced by reason of a pinion gear meshing with multiple rack gears in distinction to chordally meshing gears of conventional transmissions. The rack gears of the present transmission are preferably resiliently mounted to enhance gear meshing and to minimize tooth wear. The gear racks of each gear rack assembly may be mounted in a replaceable manner to facilitate transmission repair. The circulating bearing members, shown as ball bearings, located at the rack assembly ends serve to reduce frictional losses between said assembly of the rotor.
CLAIMS
THE CLAIMS DEFINING THE INVENTION ARE AS follows:-

1. A power transmission unit comprising,
   a housing,
   a power input shaft,
   a speed selector assembly adjustably carried by the housing and including gear means, said gear means including a pinion gear powered by said input shaft,
   a rotor,
   a power output shaft driven by said rotor,
   gear rack assemblies within said housing and in endwise driving engagement with said rotor,
   said pinion gear adapted to impart motion to the gear rack assemblies,
   a cam structure movable with the speed selector assembly and acting on said gear rack components, and
   said speed selector assembly positionable so as to locate the rotational axis of said pinion gear proximate the axis of rotor rotation, said speed selector additionally positionable to locate the pinion gear axis away from the axis of rotor rotation whereat the pinion gear sequentially drives the gear rack assemblies along vectors offset from the axis of rotor rotation whereby a speed reduction is effected between the power input and output shafts.

2. The power transmission unit claimed in claim 1 wherein said speed selector assembly includes a control member.

3. The power transmission unit claimed in claim 2 wherein said speed selector assembly is rotationally positionable by said control member about the axis of said power input shaft.
The power transmission unit claimed in claim 2 wherein said gear rack assemblies each include opposed gear racks, said pinion gear and said cam structure interposed between the opposed gear racks of each gear rack assembly, said gear rack assemblies each further including rail members each of which carries one of said gear racks, resilient means carried by each of said rail members and yieldably supporting the gear rack carried thereby.

The power transmission unit claimed in claim 4 wherein said rotor includes wall structures, said gear rack assemblies each in endwise movable engagement with said rotor.

The power transmission unit claimed in claim 5 wherein said cam structure acts on each gear rack assembly to simultaneously isolate one gear rack thereon from said pinion gear while constraining the remaining gear rack of the gear rack assembly for travel into mesh with the pinion gear, said cam structure including bearing rings on which the rail members of each gear assembly ride.

The power transmission unit claimed in claim 6 wherein said gear rack assemblies include bearing elements at their ends and reciprocate within said rotor during speed reducing operation of the transmission.

The power transmission unit claimed in claim 7 wherein the gear rack assemblies are in perpendicular relationship to one another, the axis of said pinion gear at all times located proximate the intersection of said assemblies, the distance of
said intersection from the rotor axis in direct proportion to
gear rack assembly travel relative the pinion gear.
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A power transmission unit, substantially as
hereinbefore described with reference to the accompanying
drawings.
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The steps or features disclosed herein or any
combination thereof.

Dated this 17th day of February, 1982
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